
Promo

The goal of a promo 
post is to…



…make some 
moneyyyyyyyy!

Promo



A promo post is has 
only one job…

…getting as many 
qualified leads as 

possible!

Let’s look at some 
examples…
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1. The opener/headline. Needs to 
grab the attention of your ideal 
prospect. Either ‘I have that 
problem’ or ‘I want that!’

2. Lead. Build out your 
headline so your prospect 
feels ‘yes, this is exactly 
what happens to me!’

3a. Solution. At this point, 
your prospect should be 
going ‘Yes! That’s my 
problem! What do I do about 
it? So you tell them…
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3b. Continuation of the solution, 
including making my offer. Notice 
how I weave credibility into the 
mix. Remember: you never want 
to be making claims without 
backing them up!

4. CTA. Your prospect is 
interested. What should they 
do next?
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1. Compelling opener: Lead with 
either ‘Who has X problem?’ or 
‘Who would like Y result?’

2. Lead. Build out from 
your opener. The opener 
is there to grab attention 
and make your reader 
read the next line. The 
lead then shows them 
you understand their 
situation perfectly. 
SPECIFICS are key here. 

2a.Always think ‘how can 
I include credibility?’
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3. The solution. Also includes 
how she found that solution ‘she 
stumbled over the method’. 

4. CTA. More credibility, 
followed by telling my 
audience what to do 
next. 
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As usual – strong benefit along 
with credibility.

Very similar to the ‘who would be 
interested?’ engagement post. 
But instead of gauging interest 
for a training, we’re now talking 
about a paid product.
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Asking your audience a question is 
often a very good opener. Again –
not telling them what to think!

Building out from the headline 
with the idea of ‘emotional knots’
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Moving towards the solution (first 
giving a believable reason why 
I’m promoting someone else’s 
offer)



Offer with simple CTA
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Yet again – start with ‘who wants 
this really appealing thing?’’

Lead – build out the headline 
with more details. In this case the 
actual SPECIFIC things that will 
happen to me when I have ‘social 
competency’ in Spanish.
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Being open about the flaws of 
this offer – helps build trust.



Same as with the last example –
introducing my client and why I’m 
promoting for him.

Anticipate and overcome 
objections
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Conclusion and simple CTA

More flaws!



A curiosity based headline ‘If you do 
X, you’ll get Y terrible thing’. You 
need to read on to find out why.

Now they are ready to hear the 
solution.
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0

Build out the opener with a 
credible explanation of why this is 
a problem.



I gave some value, but then 
explained that this was just one 
situation of many that they face on 
Messenger, and to get everything, 
they need to buy the product (FYI –
this is a great sales technique – I 
used it when selling this program!)

Now we’re into the sale. Notice 
the ‘even if’. Even if you only 
learn this one thing, you’re still 
way ahead. 
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Easy and quick.

Urgency. Social proof. FOMO. 


